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ABSTRACT
A study was conducted to determine whether students'

preferences for reading or for viewing television were related to the
` quality of their lei.sureereading choices. The families of 198 fourth,

, fifth, and sixth grade students were asked to complete television and
reading logs for fout. weeks. Sixty-six students were identified from
this sample as representing either the upper pr the lower quarfile's
in terms of their leisure rpading'behavior (number of books read peril
month) or eir television viewing habits.(number of hours watched
per week). our groups. emerged in the following categories: (1) heavy
viewing/h vy reading,-(2)'light viewing/heavy reading, (3) ]ght
viewing/1- ht reading, and (4) heavy viewing/light reading. The
quality, f the -leisure reading c#oices for each of the four groups
was analyzed using a modification of the W. g. Gray and B. Rogers
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The objective of the research was to determine if s udentsl
./

preferences for read'ng or *eviewing were related to the quality

of their leisure eading choices. The'families of 198 fourth,

fifth and sixth grade students were asked to complete televisioh .1%

and reading logs for four weeks. Sixty-six studerits were identified
/ .

from this, sample asrepresenting hither the unper or lower quartiles

in terms of their'leisure reading behaVi6r (number" of books read

per month) or their television vieAng habitS (number of hours

Watched per week). Four groups emerged in the following tate-
, u

gories: 1) heavy TV viewing--heavy reading; 2) light TV viewing--

heavy r'fladini; 3) light TV viewing- -light reading; 4) heavy TV

,

viewing - ,.light re ding. The quality of the leisure reading choices

*for each of the;four groups was analyzed using a modificatiofl of

the Gray acrid ROgers Maturity in Reading Scale (1954). Restilts

,indicated that students in the "heavy TV--light reading" group

tended to aloose books of lower quality than the other gr8ups

in the sample (F(3,61)=5.26, 1)4(.01).
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Promoting reading as a leisure time activity continues to
1

be 'a major educational goal at' all glade levels. Not-only ,
,

. \N does recreational reading encourage the development of interests,

it provides.students with opportunities to acguireSelf-insightS%,

knowledge and social awareness which"aee indepeident of their

immediate environment.

The amount of time dgvoted td leisure reading, however,

has remained relatively minimal in comparisonfitO other acti-

vities (Himmelweit et. al., 1958; Schramm et. l., 1961;. Witty,

1967)., Grealley (1980), fore example, in a recent studyof fifth

grade reading habits, found that out,of nine leisure categories,
-=;--

reading ranked seventh, representing only 5.4%4of overall leisure

time.

Several authorities have suggested that the lack of re-
.

creational reading' can be dirFtly attributed to thegrawth in

the nation's most popular leisure activity--television. CLarrick,

1975; Mankiewicz and Swerdlow, 1978; Winn, 19771. Neilson'

ratings indicate that the average home with television has the

setson.far 6.82 hoUrs every dal,--ant ihcrease of almbst an hour

per day grom the 1963 level A.C. Neilson ,Co., 1976). Children,

'ages 2-11, watch an average

.somewhat less, average 21.9

of 27.6 hours

(Comsto4 et.

a week; teenagers,
e .

19781.
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Mankiewic,z and Swerdlow dOmment that "television has ,unquestion-
,

ably put us on a steady decline from.earlr and higher plateau's

of literacy" (p. 277, 1978). Winn, in the Plug -In Drug, remarks

that "there is nodoubt that children read fewer books when tee=

vision is avpilable" (p. 57). Without it, stye staifs, .children

would "calmly spend more time looking( for something good at

the library," (p. 58).

While many( parents end edAators might agree, research to

dates appears to suggest otherwise. Studies generally confirm

that television does not interfere in any substaritial way with

the reading.of book. or achievement in reading (Chirders and

Ross, 1973; Clark, 1951 Greenstein, 1954; La Blonde, 1967;-

Quissenberry and Klasek, 1974; Neuman, 1980; Slatelr, 1965;

Starkey and Swinfoxdi 1974). Witty (1967), in a survey of

media behpvior from 1949-1965, found that the number of books

read by children remained unaffected by the increasing amount

of television viewed. 14fact, 45%
4

of the elementary students

reported that' television was a source of stimulation to read.

Whitehead (1975), in a study of reading habits, reported that

a large nUmber of heavy readers Jthree or more books per month)

watched a donsiderable number of hours per week (.lore than 21

hours).

These null fifidings, howeVer, have related only simple
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measures of/achievement scored and the number of .books read

with the time spent viewing.j No systematic attempt ha een

made to determie.how 'television might affect the nature and

4

quality ,of-what is being read outside the school setting. In,-

del, effects might emerge using more sophisticated measures of

reading behavior.
A

The specific goal'of the analysis reported here was to

determine if students' prefererIces'for reading or televiewing

were related to the quality of their leisure reading chpices.

The quality of a parat.cular book was determined by an analysis

of its intellectual challenge and-the richness of ideas presented

.(Gray'and ROgliws, 1954) . utilizing data fr6 a television and

reading survey, this study examined the books read during leisure
.

.

* time over a peri&I of one month fdr four distinc:11. subgroups repref-

senting extrqmes, in this'particular sample, 4.n both their amounts

of tele,iision viewing and recreational treading. .By the use of

a'qualitItive rating scale. ad pted from Gray and RolerS, further

information regarding the4potential linkage between television

t

and reading can be derived from these data.

SamON!'

se

A purvey of television Viewing, reading achitevement and4

leisure readlngvatternS-wa conducted in the Fall of 1980,

ei?
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involving 198 students from grades 4,5, and 6 in a small New

England

The family of each child who participated in the study

was asked to complete two sets of logs dally for four weeks:

-4-

1) television logs, recording 'the specific shows viewed on.com-

mercial as well as educational stations, and 2) reading logs,

:including the number of books, newspapers, magazines, and comic.

books read. In addition, T.Q. and reading 'achievement scores

were obtained by parental permission, through student' files.

'- The results of the survey analyzing the effects of tele-

vision's content on reading achievement and leisure reading

patterns are presented elsewhere (eaman, 1981). The prese nt

report focuses on the quality or maturity level, of leisure

readin.g.choices for those students identified in the sample

as representing either the upper or 1c54r quartiles in ;perms of

their leisure reading behavior (aspmeasured by the nuMber of

books read during the month) as well as their television viewing

habits (as Measured. by the average number of hours watched per

A_
week). These subgroups were selectellto determine if television

use predicted the quality of leisure readiAg materials. Thus the

emphasis, of this research was not on the number of books read, or

the readability levels of books chosen, but rather on the level
. .

4
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of sophistication or quality of the ideas presenteal and. the method

of presentation in the books selected.

Four groups were selected for this analysis, totalling 66

students in the foliowing"categoriei:

1. Heavy TV viewing -- Heavy reading
2. Light TV viewing--Heavy reading
3. sight TV viewing -- -Light reading
4. Heavy TV viewing-.-Light reading,

Descriptive statistics for each of the groups are provided

in Table 1. Socio-economic status, coded using the nine point

DIZncan OccUpational Index (1969), indicated that the groups were

from a middle-class background. I.Q. scores, determined by the

Otis :Lennon Intelligece Test,'showed that all four .groups denon-

t a normal range of intelligence. Girls tended,to read more

than boys, as indicated by the composition of both high reading

'categories.

Procedure

To obtain an estimate of the quality:of leisure reading

choices for each of the four groups, a modification o4 the

Gray and Rogers. Maturity in Reading,Scale (1954) was used.

The scale was developed to assess reading maturity, defined

by the authors as "the attathment of those interests,, attitudes,

I.and skills that enable people to p icipate...inal reading
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activities essential to a full, rich, and productive life" (p. 56)..

The scale was designed to measure the maturity level of

both fiction and nonfiction materials. Three a as were iden-

tified by Gray and Rogers as key factors reflecting the Nlity of 4-
,

'book's read: 1)its intellectual :challenge, 2') the complexity of

the treatment of ideasy,situations or character's, and 3) the /

r' hness of ideas, insights, and understandings presented.

J u eq were asked to rate reading materi'al on a five point scale,

with five representing the highest level of maturity and one

representing the lowest ,for each dimension. A 'mean of these

scores indicated the overall quality of the book read.
A

Fiction and nonfiction books listed on students' logs were
a

examined separately according to the maturity scCies. Sixty-two

. percent, or 171 of the narrative books were located and an4Fzed

indeperidentlyby two reading professionals. Each book received

three separate scores reflecting the quality of the plot, charac-

terization, and richness of,ideas. Inter-coder reliability was

.92. An average of these three scores was comouted to provide

a qualitative rating score for each fiction book. (

A similar procedure was followed. for nonfiction materials,

representing 21% of all books read. Three scores were given

indicating the quality of the subject matter, intellectual chal-

lehge, and richnesS of ideas, and an average was obtained for the

fifty-five books analyzed (inter-coder reliability .90). Finally,
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each student's fog received an overall rating by computing a

mean score of the quality of all books read over tile four weeks.

Results

O.%

Correlations were computed to determine the relationship

between the demographic variables of socio-economic status, sex,

, grade, I.Q., and reading achievement with the

scores- Significant correlations were reported

'alitative rating

for sex, I.Q., and

reading achievement, indiCating that the more mature readers tended

to be girls (r= .21, p 4(.05), intelligent (r= .34, p 4(.01} and

proficient readers (r= .28, Lo,.05),. ,IntetCtingly, an inverse'

though nonsignificant relatioriship was seen between grade level'

'and quality scores (r=--.17), suggesting that .the more sophisticated

books were read by the younger students in the sample. This

lationship might be indicative lf a general detline'in the interest

in leisure reading that is often associated with students begin-

ning early adolescje (Whitehead, 1975)..

The means and standard deviations of the qualitative rating

scores were determined for each of the four groups (Tab34 3) and

it is here where several interesting patterns'regarding media

preferences andtjle quality of leisure reading choices begin to

emerge. Students who clearly preferred reading to television

viewing (group 2), read the high4st qiiality books (X=2.78) .Averace

scores for those students who were either heavy or light in both

tor
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reading -and television categories. (groups 1 and 3), appeare4, for

the most part, to be unqifferentiable from group 2 (Z=2.45, 2.52,

respectively) . These data suggest that, high levels of television

viewing combined with high leliels of reading did not lead to thb

selection of lower quality leisure.rea.ding materials.

A distinctly .different pattern was .reflected by students.

who,were heavy TV-viewers an light readers. They clearly tended

to :chose books of loWer quality than others in the sample

.FurthermcFe, a comparison of means for th'e two, light reading

groups suggests that these differences could not be attributed

to. the" small number of books read.

Analysis pf covariance was used to control statistically

for any initial differences among the students which might have

been pi.esent and which might pbtentially confound differences '

between the four groups of students.. Covariatesin this analysig

included sex, socio-economic status, a.Q., grade level, and

reading achievement scores. As shown in Table 4, the Snill hypo-

thesis of no differences between groups on the dependent variable,
,

quality of reading, was rejected. The Tukey H.S.D.( honestly

o1ignificant difference) procedure was used to identify which of

the group, means

(Winer, 1971).

who were heavy

4kb

were significantly different from the others

The multiple,range test revealed' that students

TV viewers and light readers chose"book of a

.4
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r

t,
.

significantly 16der ,quality than
*

the three other groups in the

.4'...r
a.

sample (p.<:.05). .' f' -

Conclusidn

. .

Studies oftelevision viewing and reading have,, fOr the most

part examined the relatlon ship5between the number :of hours viewed
NI

and performance scored on .reading achieveinent tests, The results,

of this research suggest that when the- dremographic variables Of
4

. -.,.
.

.

X.Q. and socio-economic status aze controlled statistically,
i

television'is not a significant" factor in predicting echievment
,

,

\

in reading. These' studies, however,; have not addtessed how

television might potettially affectitlie process of ,developing

1..

mature readers, those people whO not only can read. but bread

to br6aden interests and develop improved p-IptternS of thinking,

and beilavirig. We cannot extrapolate frOm this research-and

conclude there are-no other possible linkages between patterns of

television viewing and reading.

The study reported here analyzed the quality of materials

read during leisure time. The
I
variable-aof quality was analyzed

for four groups reflecting distinct Itedia preferences: heali.

Ilk

TV viewing:--hea.vy reading:'lightTliviewing:-heavyreadingo;

34att TV viewinglight, reading; and heavy TV viewing.,-light

.readin4. The analysis indicated that those students who were

inclined to watch a--. good deal of television'(1fee or more hours

12
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pei. day in this sample) and rieadlittle less than two bobls per
.

Month), chose books of Significantly lower quality than,otheiS in
. ., 41.. . 2

the sample. ..
44

.-, A

These results are of particular importance in light of Himl
A
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melweit and Swift's recent 'research findings (1'2 A twenty,

" )
yea0ongitudinal study of the relationship between television

and other media including reading, radio and cinema going, in-

dicatpd that'the patterns of media preferences and tastes est4.,

lished by youngsters at ,ages 13 and 14 were high y predictive of

adult usage of the media. Thus, for examp'e, intereA in

igh quality reading materias'as a adolescent correlated highly 0

:'with preferences for similar content in adult life. Taste for

.strong stimulation (violence, and adventure), as well, Showed

JT suralar.continuity over time.

. The findings reporttd in this study therefore present an

important challenge to parents ark educators alike. Providing

/
clakildren with stimulating reading materials that areboth de-

ft,
4

mailding and varied during their leisure time should be a continuing

concern in view of the potential implications for future reading.

The relationship between television and reading .clearly-

remains an important issue. What this study sugsts is that there

appears to be an, intriguing and complex interaction between the

t

13,

V
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two media which' should lead resea*ers interested it the develop-
,

'pent -of leisure_ readirig as a, continuing life-llong activity to

ft her explore..
ve

-4
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Table 1

Descriptive statistics for the Sample Groups

.7

Variable N

.

SES I.O. Grade

Hea;)? TV'Viewing--
Heavy Reading noys=3 5.71 107 4= 3

Girls=8. 5= 5
Tota1=11 6= 3

. c

Light TV VieWin
Heavy Readin .

,

-

Boys=0 6.36 , 116 4= 8
Girls =13 . 5= 3

ilight TV Viewing

Total= 13 6= 2

Light Reading' Boys=11 6.61 106 4= 9
Girls=12 5- 7
Total= 23 6 =7

Heavy TV VieWing
Light Reading toys=10 6 107 .4= 9

gjtrls=9 5= 6
fOtal=19 6= 4

15

N of Rooks TV Viewii-ig

P r !Jonth . Per seek

mow

5.8 -.27
,

,s'

11.6 , 7

1.7

I^

7.5

1 '

1;6 22.

1

16
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TaOle 2
. .

Indicators of Maturity in Fiction

I, Plot A.-

.

Level 5--Plotis used to illustrate universal problems and truths
Level 4--Plot and points. it illustrates are above average

"-but lack universality.
Level 37-P16t is used to-illustrate some point beyond mere story .

'. for story's sake.
Level 2--Plot" still primar,y; ideas, probability,, consistency' are

\ . sacrificed to plotting
Level 1 - -Plot is import$Ant'fdr its own ake: Hackneyed standard

plot fOrmula.' Deus ex machine solution and devices

II. ahairecters

Level 5--Characters stand up bothmas individual characters _in the
book and :as symbols of broeder.imnlications.

Level 4-- Characters, ndividualized, with some psychological insight
Level 3--ChAracters may be,u.4ed to illustrate a particular .

characteristic or point .of view.
Level 2--Characters are stoc-characters
,Leval 1-- Characters are introduced merely to act as vehicles for

,the,actiOn.OW

In. Richness of Ideas
I,

Level 5;4--ContribUtes to the' development of,a scale .of values and/or
'''a philosophy of '1

Leve1.4--Ideas (of some originality) with implicatio s'of widr
',- importance than immediate situation but reaa y grasped

without too much intellectual effort.
Level 3--SorA original twists on familiar ideas--or a airy new

idea Rif limited scdWe.
Level 2--Introduces same new ideas, but treated in a pedestrian

way.
Level 1--Plotis end-all and be-all; story forstory's sake; c6Mmon-

place and hackneyed.ideas and plottig.

I..

1 7
41
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'Table 2 (continued)

Indipators.of Maturity in,NonFiction

1. Subject Matter
I

Level 5-Subiect matter involves issues of a potial,' cultural,
t historical or political-nature; several frames of

reference for viewing subject are presented,
.t Level 4-- Subject matter involves specific incidents, 1:iiographicalportraits, or descriptions usually limited to one frameof reference .

$
, .

,Leve1.3ikbject matter involves avocational interests and-hobbies.Level 2Mbjectimatter deals with spedific methods, prod ses,4 problems and techniques related to the practical demandsof daily living
Level. 1--Subjept.matter is superficial; material deM.gned:for

purposes strictly of amusement or shock value,

TI. Intellectual Challenge

..Leve1,5Presentation is as stimulating as the materials presented;
-Thorough research coupled with logical implications-

_

1..7e1 4 -- Accurate presentation
of factual material with additionaX

iriterpretive data but failure to extend to fullest--
impli'cations

,Leyel 3-7Accuxate presentation of ,factual material ;some biases orlimitations may appear in the presentation
Leve1.2Reporting may be accurat but is oversimplified andpedestrian
Level 1--UnsucCessful attempt to make report adequate

4
III. Richness of Ideas

ft*

rLevel Sr-Repfervents an original contribution to the world's
thought 1

,

Level, 4-Important problem dealt with in,a,competent and/or
stimulating way

Level ,3- -Good' coverage of purely factual matter -
2--IdeaS introduced but not original; attempts to stimulate-e.

thought based on sensational or sentimental appeals,Level 1--No ideas; mere-reportage of unimportant or trivial matters

18
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Means and Standard Deviations by Group for
the Qualitative Rating, Scores

I

Variable Mean

',Group 1
Heavy TV Viewing
Heavy Reading 2.45 .72 11

Group 4I'X

Light TV Viewing
Heavy Reading 2.7$ .52 , 13.-

Group 3
P. Light TV Viewing

Li411t Reading 2.52 1.23 23

Group 4
.Heavy TV Vie*ing
Light Reading 1.55 1.05 r '19

a

I

It

a

R. 19



'Table 4
1

AnalYsit of Cova.riance Summary Table
'pompaiSonof Groups yin the Qualitative Rating Scores

. .

Sourde of Variation df MS F sign.

.

Between Groups 3 5.14 5.26 .003
. . . 4. P<.01

Within groups : 61 .98
.. .

/ MUltiple Classificgtion Analysis

M'and Mean

Variable

fi

2.28

Group 1-
Heavy TV--
Heavy Readers 11

Group 2
Light TV-7
Heavy Readers 13

Group 3 -

Light TV--
Light'Readers 23

)`

Group 4
Heavy TV --
Light Readers 19

I-

Unadjusted Dev'n' Adj., for Covariates

.16 .39

I

,39

. ,
1

.24 .29 t

-.72

I

0

ti
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